
SHAVE

EXCEPTIONAL SHAVE
3-in-1 soothing shave solution that softens beard and 
delivers a super close shave.
1.7 Fl. Oz (60 mL)

CLASSIC SHAVE
Lathering shave cream with an ultra lubricating formula that 
softens and prepares beard hairs for a smoother shave.
5 Fl. Oz (175 mL)

SHAVE BRUSH
Ideal for use with CLASSIC SHAVE. Gently exfoliates dry 
skin and raises beard hairs for a closer shave.
Standard

SMOOTH

POST SHAVE
Immediately soothes post-shave irritation while restoring 
lost moisture to keep skin feeling refreshed.
3.4 Fl. Oz (100 mL)

shave + smooth



CLEANSE

BLACK CLAY SHAMPOO
Cleansing solution for dry hair and scalp. Soothes irritation, 
itching and flaking. Rosebay Extract soothes scalp irritation and 
prevents dryness.
10.1 Fl. Oz (300 mL)

COMPLETE SHAMPOO
Moisturizing hair and body shampoo ideal for all hair types. 
ProAmino Peptide Complex™ helps reduce follicle atrophy and 
hair fall out.
10.1 Fl. Oz (300 mL)

TREAT

EXFOLIATING TREATMENT
Conditioning treatment for dry hair and scalp. Soothes 
irritation, itching and flaking. Gently exfoliates dry, flaky skin.
6 Fl. Oz (180 mL)

REVITALIZING TREATMENT
Conditioning treatment for normal to dry hair. Soothes 
irritation, strengthens and conditions.
6 Fl. Oz (180 mL)

SCALP RESCUE
Daily leave-on treatment. Soothes irritation, strengthens and 
conditions hair and scalp. Maximum dose of ProAmino Peptide 
Complex™ for wear-in benefits.
3.4 Fl. Oz (100 mL)

cleanse + treat



style
LIGHT HOLD

CLASSIC POMADE
Moldable hold with high shine.
2 Fl. Oz (65 mL)

MEDIUM HOLD

GROOMING CREAM
Light frizz control with low shine.
4.2 Fl. Oz (125 mL)

MOLDING PASTE
Pliable texture and body with a natural finish.
1.7 Fl. Oz (65 mL)

STYLING MUD
Re-workable flexibility with medium shine.
2 Fl. Oz (65 mL)

STRONG HOLD

TEXTURE PUTTY
Pliable style with a matte finish.
2 Fl. Oz (65 mL)

POWER POMADE
Strong hold with high shine.
2 Fl. Oz (65 mL)

FIRM HOLD GEL
Maximum hold with maximum shine.
4.2 Fl. Oz (125 mL)


